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Rufus is a simple, yet very handy application for flashing Windows and Linux ISO images to USB flash drives. While using Rufus, you don't have to worry about permission issues and all the other hassles. The tool is small in size and can create bootable flash drives for both Windows and
Linux operating systems in a few seconds. Moreover, Rufus can handle images over 2GB. This portable tool is capable of creating Windows and Linux bootable USB flash drives. You can even perform a clean install of your favorite Linux distribution or Windows on your computer. The only

requirement is that you have a Windows or Linux distribution installed on your machine. Rufus is a nifty Windows based utility that enables you to create flash drive to boot operating system installation. It is portable and can be used to install and customize a Windows operating system. It
is a perfect tool for creating bootable media for Windows and Linux operating systems. The process of creating the flash drive is simple and you can perform it by just a few clicks. It comes with rich in-built features that lets you manage and customize the bootable USB, set up the hard disk
space, install applications, connect to the Internet etc. It also does smart burning so you don't have to worry about that. Apart from the features, Rufus is a small application that you can install or run from any disk that comes with Windows. Rufus is one of the best alternatives to the well-

known Windows bootable creation tool. The small software is available for both Windows and Linux. It is one of the best free applications for all Windows users. It is easy to use and comes with a lot of features. You can install it on the hard disk of Windows OS and boot directly from the
disk. Rufus is a portable software and can save all the settings from one OS to another. It supports Windows ISO and other image files. Rufus does not require additional applications for the file access. Overall, Rufus is among the best alternatives to the well-known Windows bootable

creation tool.
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weighing one hundred and seventy kilobytes, rufus universal flash installer performs impressive portable tasks, from the development of isos (windows, linux, uefi, ntfs, etc.) for usb sticks and various types of bootable media to the cd/dvd makers, it has everything that you may need at a pinch. its use is not restricted to the installation of windows
or linux and the operation is convenient, the user can run the utility in the background and browse the network, the portable apps and open the saved data. among the editions of the rufus utility that it is offered: single, professional, portable, free, rufus backups, portableapps, rufus dev. simple, two-step, few options rufus offers a single option,
whether the user wants to search for an executable file or to search for an iso file. the utility supports the format of the creation of windows 7, windows 8, and windows xp or linux. it is easy to use and available free of cost. as a short-term rufus alternative, rufus portable might not give you exactly what you are looking for. however, if you are

looking for a portable version of the software, then it is pretty good. the app has been made from open-source freeware and it is clean. the only downside to rufus portable is that it does not have a pro version. however, if you are looking for a simple and easy-to-use application that can help you create a bootable usb for windows 7, 8 and xp; then
you can use rufus portable. it lets you easily create bootable media without any complication. the software isn't as easy to use as bitpim, and it costs $59 instead of $29. but on the positive side, the app is clean and portable. pros 5ec8ef588b
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